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Ex-cop Frank Harper doesn't want to get involved. Harper is visiting the small Ohio town of Cooper's

Mill, trying to reconnect with his estranged daughter and a grandson he's never met. But he finds

the town gripped in fear - two young girls have gone missing, taken in broad daylight from a busy

street. And the police are coming up blank. But once Harper is drawn reluctantly into the

investigation, he'll stop at nothing to find the girls. And he doesn't care who gets in the way.
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Maybe it's just me, but I thought this retired, hotshot cop , who was supposed to be leading the

small town cops in this investigation of a kidnapping, was a bumbling moron. Everything he did

turned out badly, and he was not a likable character to start with. Plus, this book was not edited very

well. It is full of spelling, grammar, tense and punctuation mistakes. I think it could have been a good

thriller genre story but for the poor character development of the protagonist. He seemed weak and

clueless and maybe the author should have smartened him up more.

I love this book. Quality suspense. Will continue reading his novels. No language, graphic sex or

gore. TS-enabled eBook & softcover. 2014

Frank Harper is an unlikely hero who is haunted by a near death experience which he blocks with

alcohol. His planned reunion with his estranged daughter places him into the crosshairs of a kid



napping. A good read which moves rapidly. Hard to put down and am anxious to read another by

this author.

I could not put this one down and read it in one day! Great suspense and characterization. Frank

Harper is one I want to know better! I did sense a few loose ends, but minor points.

All the characters have distinct personalities. Frank Harper is a tortured soul. He's a drunk and at

first not very likable but as we learn about him we develop strong empathy. He's trying to be a better

person. The plot is devised quite nicely and we are given enough clues to solve the mystery as we

read and the question becomes how will they catch these villians? Definitely a page turner and I

hope this becomes a series. Overall very well written. I would give five stars but those are reserved

for Hammet, Chandler, LeCarre etc.

I was immediately drawn to the story and the main character, Frank Harper. I'm like him, would

rather not get involved unless it was out of our hands. Good story and characters in the small town.

As for the "bad guys", they were fleshed out just fine. Was wanting for more interaction with his

estranged daughter and grandson, but what was written in the novel, it was just enough to enjoy it.

Great job Mr. Enslen. I'll need to find more of your work soon.

Such a good story I had to read it twice. Was not able to figure out the bad guy till the very end.

Loved the father, daughter angle. Very believable. Thank you !!

Keeps the reader guessing. You don't know who did it until the end. Started slowly but picks up

speed. You won't figure this one our early.
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